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Even the most sophisticated illegal business, whether it is drug trafficking or the sale of counterfeit goods, remains vulnerable in terms of how the proceeds are handled and recorded. Even the notorious gangster Al Capone, who had the loyalty of Chicago police and local politicians, eventually fell from
grace after accusations of tax evasion were filed against him. Therefore, many of these illegal operations turn to money laundering, which is the process of purging their improper proceeds in the attempt to create a legitimate façade. Countless methods have been used to launder money, including the
transfer of funds to the bank accounts of other persons; the creation of legitimate, cash-intensive businesses (e.g. casinos and car washes) and reporting false earnings or setting up so-called shell companies. Regardless of the method used, the aim is to turn the proceeds from illegal activities into
allegedly legitimate assets. Indiana WhiteWash laws at a Glance Learn more about the basics of Indiana's money laundering laws in the following table. Statute Indiana Code § 35-45-15-5 Statutory definition of money laundering A person who knowingly or intentionally (1) acquires or maintains an interest
in, receiving, concealing, possessing, transferring or transporting the proceeds of criminal activity; 2) conducts, supervises or facilitates a transaction involving the proceeds of criminal activity 3) or invests, expends, receives or offers to invest, consume or receive the proceeds of criminal activities or funds
that are the proceeds of criminal activity, and the person knows that the proceeds or funds are the result of criminal activity; money laundering. Ratings &amp; Penalties Level 6 felony (6 mos. to 2 1 /2 years. in prison, up to a $10,000 fine) Level 5 felony if the value of the proceeds or funds is at least
$50,000, or if the crime is committed with the intent to commit or promote a terrorist act (1 to 6 years in prison, up to a $10,000 fine). Level 4 felony if the value of the proceeds or funds is at least $50,000, and the crime is committed with the intent to commit or promote a terrorist offense (2 to 12 years. in
prison, up to a $10,000 fine). The Defense Person acted with the intent to facilitate the lawful seizure, forfeiture, or disposition of funds or other legitimate law enforcement purposes under Indiana or U.S. law. The transaction was necessary to preserve a person's right of representation. The funds were
received as bona fide legal fees by an authorized lawyer, and at the time of receipt of the funds, the lawyer did not have actual knowledge that the funds were derived from criminal activities. Note: State laws can always be changed through the adoption of new laws, decisions of the higher courts
(including federal decisions), electioneering and other means. As we strive to the most up-to-date information, please contact a lawyer or or research to verify the state law(s) you are researching. Indiana Money Laundering Laws: Related Resources Extortion/RICO Tax Evasion Indiana Criminal Statute of
Limitations Get professional legal help with your money laundering case Money laundering operations can be quite sophisticated and often involve multiple accomplices requiring a major investigation before charges are filed. In some cases, the defendants of the offense may be able to secure a plea
agreement in exchange for their cooperation. However, regardless of the details of your case, it is important to seek professional legal help when facing such charges. Get expert advice from an Indiana defense attorney today. Contact a qualified lawyer. FAQs on Section 31 (Anti-money laundering)
Insight into the intent of section 31 and information on reporting and registration requirements for casinos. FinCEN develops answers to frequently asked questions to help comply with liability under the Banking Secrecy Act (BSA). FinCEN announced a final rule PDF that exempts casinos from the
requirement to submit CTRCs on jackpots from slot machines and video lottery terminals. The final rule also exempts reportable transactions in currency, under certain conditions involving certain money plays and bills inserted into electronic gaming devices. The Financial Crimes Enforcement Network
(FinCEN) requires mandatory use of the BSA E-Filing System for filing currency transaction reports and suspicious activity reports. FinCEN has prepared educational materials to help entities, including tribes, submit the suspicious activity report and prepare the necessary narrative. A General Guidance
Booklet, Guidance on preparing a complete &amp; sufficiently suspicious activity report Narrative PDF, helps all types of companies create sufficiently detailed suspicious activity reports. Some parts of this guidance may not relate to a tribal business. The Office of Indian Tribal Governments (ITG) is
available to provide all necessary outreach and/or training as well as to answer any questions that may arise in connection with this matter. Tribal governments are encouraged to contact us if they need further help. Publication 3908 – Gaming Tax Law for Indian Tribal Governments PDF This publication
provides tribal governments implement or sponsor gaming activities with updated information regarding Class I, Class II and Class III gaming activities. ITG Tax Kit Forms, publications and information often requested by tribal governments. Other related section 31 FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
ABOUT NON-CASINO cash transactions over $10,000 – Form 8300 Insights into when non-casino entities are subject to Section 31, Form 8300, and reporting and registration requirements for them. Word Insight into the words and used in the FAQs. Paul Manafort, former campaign manager for US
President Donald Trump and veteran political wheelman Not guilty on October 30, 2017, to about a dozen charges stemming from Special Prosecutor Robert Mueller's wide-ranging investigation into Russian meddling in the 2016 U.S. presidential campaign. Among other felony charges, the Special
Counsel's office alleged that Manafort and longtime associate Rick Gates laundered money for nearly a decade through dozens of U.S. and foreign companies and accounts, and gave false statements to the Justice Department and others when asked about their work on behalf of a foreign entity, per the
Washington Post. According to the indictment, Manafort and Gates tried to conceal the origins of at least $75 million by directing the funds through offshore bank accounts and shell companies. In February 2018, Gates pleaded guilty to two felony charges. In exchange for Gates' open commitment to
cooperate with the investigation, the Special Counsel's office dropped most of the charges against him. Manafort still faced the charges in October 2017, and a slew of others were part of a probe of the indictment shortly before Gates' sentencing. Manafort was convicted in August 2018 of eight of the 18
charges in the indictment. Facing a second trial in October, he pleaded guilty a few weeks later to two felony counts of his own and agreed to assist the Special Counsel's investigation. Manafort's possible punishment will depend on the extent and usefulness of his cooperation, but even the most
optimistic forecasts make him spend several years behind bars. Money laundering case: No policy necessary the Manafort-Gates case was the most politically explosive money laundering case in years. But the accusations, if not the sums involved or the political context in which the alleged crimes took
place, are actually fairly common. Money laundering is ubiquitous among organized crime rings, drug syndicates, and white-collar fraudsters. Money laundering is a common technique used by financial criminals and others to hide illegal gains, wrote USA Today reporter Kevin McCoy in an explainer piece
about the first Manafort-Gates prosecutor. According to John Byrne, a former executive vice president of the Association of Anti-Money Laundering Specialists cited in McCoy's piece, money laundering has more than 200 different federal criminal predicates. In other words, money laundering can get you
in trouble in many different ways. In the following sections we will look broadly at the concept and practice of money laundering: Definition of money laundering: what it is and how it works Why people and organizations launder money How money laundering works: basic process Advanced money
laundering: strategies to avoid detection or maintain plausible deny legal implications for money laundering, including state and federal (U.S.) sanctions Notorious examples of money laundering from the past and History Note : I am not a lawyer or accountant and nothing in this post should be interpreted



as legal financial advice. What follows is for informational purposes only - based on primary and secondary source research, plus interviews with the subject of experts. If you need legal advice, contact a lawyer. What is money laundering? In the Mike Judge comedy Office Space, three disgruntled IT
drones develop a brilliant malware program to laboriously rip off their soulless employer, a fraction of a cent at a time. Thanks to a simple programming error – I must have put a decimal place in the wrong place, a character complains – the plan backfires, leaving hapless first-time criminals with a massive
overnight windfall. If they want to avoid jail time, they need to get rid of the money quickly. In desperation, they resort to looking up money laundering in the dictionary and cajoling a door-to-door magazine seller to join their burgeoning conspiracy. Simple in theory: The shady Pizza Parlor If you need to
look up money laundering in the dictionary before you set your plan in motion, you're not off to a good start. But Judge's farcical setup underscores an important point: Conceptually, money laundering is pretty easy to understand. Money laundering is the act of placing illicit gains in the financial system in
ways designed to avoid drawing attention to banks, financial institutions or law enforcement agencies, writes McCoy. The maneuver is called money laundering because its goal is to clean dirty means - to permeate illicit gains with apparent legitimacy. Here's an archetypal example. You run a lucrative,
very illegal entrepreneurial business: Let's say an illegal drug distribution ring. Your improper cash gains are too big to hide from the IRS without raising their suspicions. So you start ploughing the funds into a legitimate-seeming business: let's say a neighborhood pizza parlor owned by you or a loyal
employee who will no doubt take a cut for their problems. Your pizza parlour can look like a perfectly normal restaurant, complete with regular customers and good pizza. But it's actually a front for your primary financial activity, which you obviously can't list on your tax returns or bank account applications.
You route most of the money you make selling drugs through the pizza parlor - spending them on kitchen equipment, food, supplies, services, even labor. Once on the restaurant's balance sheet, the illegal funds comele with legitimate gains from paying customers. It is difficult or impossible to determine
whether a given expense involves legit or illegal means. The answer is, probably both - and that's the whole point. To untrained observers, you run a very successful, completely over-board pizza parlor - nothing more. Because its provenance seems kosher, you feel safe extracting income from the living
room, even if much of it came from an activity that would normally land you in prison. How it works: Money laundering Money laundering is a three-part process. Laundered Launderer is not considered clean until the integration step is completed. 1. Placing First things first: place improper gains in the
financial system. Detection risk is greatest in the placement phase due to requirements for reporting with large deposits and the issues that naturally arise when large sums appear out of the blue. Under the Currency and Foreign Transactions Reporting Act of 1970, or the Bank Secrecy Act, banks are
required to report to the U.S. Treasury's Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) cash deposits, withdrawals, and negotiable instrument purchases (such as cashiers' checks) over $10,000 per day. The law and derivatives departmental guidance also requires banks to keep records or issue
reports of certain suspicious activities, such as unusual cash deposits from account holders who do not normally make such deposits. The Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council outlines current Bank Secrecy Act guidance. For this reason, placing improper cash means making lots of relatively
small bank deposits over time, often in multiple accounts. This is known as smurfing, and may involve lower-level participants (smurfs) who physically deposit cash into their bosses' accounts. Electronic deposits, such as ACH and bank transfers, do not have to comply with these strict dollar limits,
although this obviously has no impact on the gullibility of banks and law enforcement. To avoid scrutiny, some money launderers turn to alternative financial systems. Cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin, which are not subject to the same legal requirements as fiat currency banks, are increasingly popular
money-laundering vectors. So are old informal value transfer systems (IVTS), such as fei ch'ien in China and hawala in the Middle East and South Asia. These modes of transport operate internationally, out of reach of the government's financial regulators, and leave little to no paper track. 2. Layering
Once deposited, writes McCoy, the money is layered, or moved through a series of transactions designed to create confusion and complicate the paper trail for investigators. Layering involves complex (or at least confusing) financial maneuvers, slice and dice the original location. Common layering tactics
include: Bank transfers between bank accounts, often held in multiple names, at multiple banks, and in several countries Property or service transactions with shell companies (legal business entities that exist only on paper and perform no legitimate economic function) High-dollar purchases of tangible
goods or commodities, such as yachts, luxury cars, and gold Purchases of real estate investment properties, including luxury homes and condominiums Jo larger amounts , the more complex and varied these maneuvers become. According to USA Today, the first Manafort and Gates indictments [list] of
17 domestic companies or limited liability companies allegedly owned or controlled by and Gates ... 12 units in Cyprus, Cyprus, three others in the United Kingdom or the Caribbean islands of the Grenadines. These offshore companies were crucial to the company. Many countries, including Cyprus, have
lax rules on banking secrecy that allow bank account owners to hide their identities and thus the source of potentially illegal funds deposited in their accounts. According to the Financial Secrecy Index, Cyprus is the 24th most secretive banking destination in the world - not quite as opaque as famously
secretive havens like Switzerland and the Cayman Islands, but not gung-ho on transparency either. The shell companies owned by Manafort and Gates have not only hoarded deposited funds. As part of the layering process, they made a lot of investments and purchases. An almost comical example, per
Slate: Two Manafort-owned entities based in Cyprus together spent nearly $1 million on an antique carpet store in Alexandria, Virginia, near Washington, D.C. 3. Integration In the last step, integration becomes legitimate. Since it generally involves legal transactions, integration is considered the lowest
risk part of the money laundering process – although it is not immune to control. Examples of integration include: Sale or transfer of high-dollar items purchased with laundered funds Sale or transfer of immovable property purchased with laundered funds Legitimate purchases of securities or other financial
instruments in the name(s) Legitimate transactions of legal entities controlled by the launderer or its associates In the simplified pizza seditt an integration transaction may involve the purchase of a new oven or a bulk order of pizza ingredients. Manafort's integration operations were more valuable, if not
less prosaic: He bought and sold several mansions and bought a life insurance policy with laundered funds. The above is a broad, very general description of the money laundering process. Some schemes have more than three different phases, as the Peterson Institute of International Economics notes
in Money Laundering: Methods and Markets. And the methods of money laundering vary indefinitely. It is very likely that the next money laundering scheme you hear about in the news will involve creative curveballs not mentioned above. Money laundering vectors and strategies We have already touched
on some common money laundering vectors and strategies, such as smurfing and informal value transfer systems. In this section we will delve into some others, remembering that many money laundering operations involve more than one vector. Unless otherwise stated, the information mentioned here
comes from the Peterson Institute of International Economics' Money Laundering: Methods and Markets. 1. Casinos and Gambling Venues Gambling is an effective way to purge illegal funds. In a simple operation, a launderer or accomplice can use illegal means to buy the casino hold on to the stack for
a days when they may or may not actually gamble, and then cash chips in for a check made out to the chip holder or a third party. More complex operations can involve multiple casinos in different countries or regions. If you need to transfer illegal funds from, say, the United States to China or vice versa,
you can buy chips at a casino in Las Vegas, ask the casino to transfer your credit to a sister property in Macau, and then have macau property cut you a check next time you're there. Horse tracks are popular whitewashing vectors as well. In a typical scheme, the launderer pays a prize for a winning ticket,
where then the ticket is exchanged in the cash register for a check made to the launderer or a third party. This scheme has an additional financial advantage (and potential legal liability) for the original ticket holder: Since the launderer pays cash for the ticket, the original holder can hide the proceeds from
state and federal tax authorities with relative ease. 2. Cash Smuggling The legendary suitcase filled with cash is one of the oldest money laundering vectors around. It is also among the simplest, and thus quite risky, especially in international operations that require customs clearance. Still, for criminals
engaged in cash-heavy commercial activities, such as wholesale drugs or arms trafficking, smuggling large amounts of cash is the simplest way to physically transfer the proceeds without using traditional banking networks. In an ironic twist, says the Peterson Institute, the prevalence of cash smuggling
has actually increased in recent years because of the success of banks' anti-money laundering measures. U.S.-based people or entities generally have minor problems smuggling U.S. currency out of the United States, as federal authorities devote more resources to interceding large incoming cash
shipments. 3. Life Insurance Life Insurance Life Insurance Policies are more easily regulated than some other financial instruments, making them ideal money laundering vectors. Paul Manafort used a multi-million dollar life insurance policy to launder money - and later secure his bail package. In a typical
scheme, the launderer purchases a single premium life insurance policy that names the launderer or a trusted associate (often a relative or spouse) as the primary beneficiary. The launderer has the policy for a period of time and then redeems its value with a clean check from the insurance company. In a
more complex scheme, the launderer can draw directly on the value of the policy (if permitted) or use it as collateral for a third-party loan from a bank or other financial institution. According to the Peterson Institute, clever launderers benefit policies sold through intermediaries that provide additional layers
of separation between the policyholder and the issuer. Years may pass between a policy's purchase and payment dates, which may allay the concerns of the supervisory authorities. 4. Securities Securities industry is fraud and abuse, of which money laundering is only one aspect. According to the
Peterson Institute, a common securities-backed money laundering scheme involves the use of stock option transactions: contemporates and calls representing mirror image bets at a certain security price purchased with illicit funds. Under normal circumstances, the value of a given security contract
increases and falls in a broadly inverse way, which means that the value of one of the two bets made by the launderer should increase. The launderer can sell the profitable contract and cancel the loss-making contract at any time before their expiration dates, likely to break even (or close to it) before
accounting for transaction fees. The proceeds appear to be legitimate, complete with capital gains tax, if applicable. 5. Real estate The lightly regulated real estate industry is flooded in laundered funds. Money laundering transactions often feature shell companies - companies that exist for the one reason
to hold other companies or assets whose ownership may or may not be anonymous - to conceal the buyers' true identities or the sources of their funds. Due to the high value of the assets involved and the inherent opacity of properly executed transactions, luxury real estate is a common wealth-shelter tool
for wealthy individuals based in authoritarian or corrupt countries, such as China and Russia. Especially if they are politically active or engaged in business activities that conflict with the ruling party's interests, it is safer for such individuals to invest in high-end properties in Miami, San Francisco, or
Vancouver - expensive markets in politically stable countries - than to stash cash in home bank accounts. Although they subsequently have to sell their overseas real estate holdings at a loss, the alternative - completely frozen or seized accounts - is worse. 6. Currency Exchange Bureaus Currency
Exchange agencies are easily regulated, process large amounts of cash, and routinely facilitate international value exchanges: all music to money launderers ears. The only real drawback for money launderers is currency exchange agencies' high exchange fees, which can vary up to 8%. That may make
them less than ideal for thrifty international travelers, but it's a small price to pay for relatively low-risk money laundering transactions. According to the Peterson Institute, a common currency exchange money laundering technique involves chang[ing] large amounts of criminal proceeds in local currency in
low-bulk European currency - €500 bills - for physically smuggling out of the country. Launderers still have to deal with customs officers in their destination countries, but at least they don't have to answer any annoying questions from gullible currency exchange agency employees. Common money
laundering cases We have seen how money laundering works. Simple enough. But why is it used? Here is a look at several broad areas where of money money Common. 1. Drug Trafficking Drug Trafficking is a cash intensive business. Its supply chain is often formidablely complex, crossing oceans and
multiple international borders, and it is usually illegal from start to. Though simplistic and dramatized, the drug operation featured in the 1983 film Scarface neatly illustrates the complexity at play here. Its eponymous mafioso, played by Al Pacino, worked with a South American main bolt that ran a large,
vertically integrated cocaine operation. The main bolt grew coca on a sprawling Bolivian property, processed the harvested plant material into cocaine and utilized a multimodal smuggling network (planes, boats, submarines) to get the finished product into the United States. On the U.S. side, Pacino's
character used a shady Miami bank to launder millions in cash proceeds, funding a demonstrative South Beach lifestyle (and steadily worsening the cocaine habit). 2. International terrorism For ideologically motivated terrorist groups, money is a means of stopping. Yet every terrorist organisation - and
even lone wolves - requires a certain source of funds. Terror-related money-laundering operations range from the breathtakingly simple to the dizzyingly complex. According to an FBI report, the deadliest terrorist attack in American history costs no more than $400,000 to pull out. At no point during the
planning process did any U.S. financial institution detect suspicious activity by any of the twenty 9/11 hijackers – probably because, per the FBI, Al Qaeda funded hijackers in the United States primarily by three unremarkable means: bank transfers from abroad to the United States; physical transportation
of cash or traveler's cheques to the United States and access to funds held in foreign financial institutions with debit or credit cards. Terrorism-related money laundering is also complicated by the fact that some groups that directly or indirectly support terrorist activities have legitimate or apparently
legitimate functions, such as the use of terrorist activities. For example, while Hezbollah's political arm is an established and functional (if antagonistic) presence in Lebanon's parliament, its militant wing shamelessly launders money from Iran and elsewhere to buy weapons and support battlefield
operations throughout the Middle East. 3. Embezzlement According to FindLaw, embezzlement is defined in most states as the theft/theft of assets (money or property) of a person in a position of trust or liability over these assets... [and] typically occurs in employment and business environments. Whether
you take cash directly out of the cash register or mastermind a complex scheme to exempt your bank's customers from funds held in their accounts, you commit embezzlement. The Office Space guys' fateful scheme is a perfect example. Since embezzlement funds are by definition illegal, their source
must be hidden before they are safe to use. 4. Arms trafficking As drug dealers, arms dealers illegal, expensive products to be bought and sold from the books. But not all the money laundering allegations stemming from arms trafficking investigations include thousands of weapons and huge sums of
money. This case, reported by MLive in 2015, is typical of a weapons-related money laundering effort: It involved the sale of a relatively small number of illegal automatic weapons through the dark web, using cryptocurrencies to conceal the origin of transaction funds. 5. Other use cases For better or
worse, there are plenty of ways to make money illegally – and it follows, a lot of reasons to launder money. Manafort and Gates don't fall neatly into these four buckets, for example. Much of Manafort's illicit income came from unregistered, off-the-books political advice for foreign governments and
individuals, for example - a crime in itself. Criminal and civil penalties for money laundering As McCoy notes in USA Today, there are more than 200 different federal criminal predicates for money laundering. And that's just under federal law. The state's anti-money laundering statutes complement federal
statutes. Most nation states also have legal provisions on money laundering, although sanctions and enforcement vary widely. For convenience, we will stick to U.S. federal law. Here's a look at potential criminal and civil penalties for money laundering and related activities. 18 U.S.C. § 1956: Monetary
transactions in criminally derived property intentionally According to the U.S. Department of Justice's Summary of Money Laundering, 18 U.S. .C. § 1956 and 18 U.S. .C. § 1957 (Sections 1956 and 1957 of the U.S. Code) govern money laundering and related criminal conduct. 18 U.S.C. § 1956 defines
three specific types of criminal money laundering, According to the Ministry of Justice: § 1956(a)(1): Transactions on money laundering in the home § 1956(a)(2): International money laundering transactions § 1956(a)(3): Undercover money laundering transactions (known as stings) Under 18 U.S..C. §
1956, money laundering transactions must be done with special intent, as further clarified in the section. Let's take a closer look at the standards of criminal culpability for each type of money laundering identified in 18 U.S. . C § 1956. § 1956(a)(1) According to the DOJ, criminal guilt under § 1956 (a)(1)
occurs only when a defendant conduct[s] or attempt[s] to conduct a financial transaction, knowing that the property involved in the financial transaction constitutes the proceeds of some illegal activities ... and the property must in fact come from a particular illegal activity. In addition, § 1956 (a)(1) requires
one of four specific intentions: § 1956 (a)(1)(A)(i): Intention to facilitate the performance of specified illegal activity. Said illegal activity may include the sale of illegal goods, such as controlled substances prohibited weapons, but can theoretically include any activity that is illegal under US federal law.
Section 1956(a)(ii) shall be replaced by the following: tax evasion or tax fraud. This is what got Manafort and Gates into trouble: the pair laundered money for the express purpose (among others) of hiding gains from the IRS. § 1956(a)(ii) shall be replaced by the following: This differs from Section 1956(a)
(1)(A)(i) in this intention to promote illegal activity is not required, only knowledge that the transaction conceals some aspects of the illegal activity. § 1956(a)(1)(B)(ii): Knowledge of: the transaction was designed to avoid a requirement to report transactions under state or federal law [e.g. in violation of 31
U.S. .C§ 5313 (Currency Transaction Reports) or 5316 (Currency and Currency Reports) or 26 reports on U.S. .C. Section 6050I (Internal Revenue Service Form 8300)]. Section 1956(a)(2) According to the DOJ, [p]rosecutions pursuant to 18 US.C. § 1956 (a)(2) occurs when monetary instruments or
funds are transported that are transferred or transferred internationally and the defendant acted with one of the necessary criminal intent. In particular, the intention to avoid tax liability or otherwise circumvent U.S. tax laws does not apply to 18 U.S. . C § 1956 (a) (2). The other three intentions are broadly
the same as those laid down in 18 US states. C § 1956 (a) (1). Transactions covered by 18 U.S. . C § 1956 (a)(2) must cross the U.S. border in some way. This means that they must originate or terminate in the United States. Completely domestic (originating and terminating in the United States) and
entirely international (originating and exiting third country markets or countries) falls outside this subsection's reach. § 1956(a)(3) This subsection covers the proceeds... not actually stem from a real crime, per doj. Rather, § 1956 (a) (3) proceeds are undercover funds provided by ... a federal officer with
authority to investigate or prosecute money laundering violations. Like § 1956 (a)(2), § 1956 (a)(3)intentions exclude tax violations. In addition, the 1956(a)(B) and C thresholds are higher. According to the Ministry of Justice, the transaction must be carried out with the intention of concealing or concealing
the nature, location, source, ownership or control of the property or in order to avoid a requirement to report transactions as opposed to subsections 1956(a)(1)(B)(i) and (ii), which require the defendant to know that the transaction is designed in whole or in part to achieve one of those purposes. In other
words, if you're caught up in a money laundering sting, the government has a higher hill to climb in to prove its case against you. Criminal penalties for 18 U.S. . C Section 1956 Violations Usa Code clarifies stiff criminal penalties for 18 U.S. . C § 1956 violations: up to 20 years in prison and a $500,000
fine or twice the amount involved in the transaction, whichever is greater. Of course, not all money laundering cases require the maximum penalty , especially in the case of on settlement. Many Many convicted of money laundering offences spends significant amounts of time behind bars and loses huge
sums. Civil penalties for 18 U.S. and U.S. C § 1956 Violations Criminal penalties for 18 U.S. C § 1956 violations make the statute civil punishment seem light by comparison, but it is nothing to snee about. If prosecutors find grounds to pursue civil penalties against individuals or entities accused of money
laundering, said individuals or entities may be liable for a penalty no more than the greater of $10,000 or the value of the funds involved in the transaction, according to the DOJ. 18 U.S. .C. § 1957: Monetary Transactions in Criminally Derived Property Over $10,000 According to the U.S. Department of
Justice, [p]. rosecutions under 18 U.S. C § 1957 occurs when the defendant knowingly conducts a monetary transaction in criminally derived property in an amount greater than $10,000, which is actually the proceeds of a particular illegal activity. 18 U.S. C § 1957 differs from 18 USA. C § 1956 in two
notable respects: intent requirements and penalties for infringement. § 1957's line of intent is much lower than § 1956's. The four letters of intent applicable under § 1956(a)(1) shall not apply to Section 1957. As long as prosecutors can show that each applicable transaction exceeds $10,000 in value, they
do not have to prove intentional intent to commit an offense under the section. But there is still an awareness component: per doj, it still needs to be demonstrated that the defendant knew that the property was derived from some criminal activities and that the funds were actually derived from a particular
illegal activity. Criminal penalties for 18 U.S. . C § 1957 Violations Criminal penalties for 18 U.S. . C § 1957 violations are somewhat more lenient than those for 18 US. C § 1956 violations - although, given the latter's severity, that's not to say much. According to the DoJ, section 1957 violations carry a
maximum penalty of 10 years in prison and maximum fine of $250,000 or twice the value of the transaction. On the bright side, there is no civil penalty for 18. C § 1957 violations. Notable examples of money laundering Most money laundering operations never make national headlines, even when they
are detected by the authorities. Many perpetrators successfully evade accountability. But plenty get caught. These are among the most notorious money laundering operations of the past 100 years. 1. Paul Manafort and Rick Gates, 2006-17 The core of the first set of Manafort and Gates charges,
according to NBC: [B]oth men generated tens of millions of dollars as a result of their lobbying work for [Ukraine]. They concealed the payments, from 2006 to 2016, by laundering the money through dozens of U.S. and foreign companies, partnerships and banks, according to prosecutors. The special
counsel designated $18 million that Manafort hid from the U.S. attorney.' in an attempt to avoid taxes. According to NBC and other contemporan reports, the charges were brought in part to avoid limitation periods, which would prevent the prosecution of older crimes. The indictment filed in February 2018
included additional financial crimes, including bank fraud and bank fraud, related to the couple's alleged money laundering. Initially, Manafort and Gates resisted the special counsel's charges, but both eventually capitulated as legal bills (and, in Manafort's case, convictions). Once they have fulfilled the
conditions of their cooperation agreements, which can take many months or years, both men will be convicted of their respective crimes. In Manafort's case, the special counsel has reserved the right to bring additional charges. 2. Tom DeLay, 2002 Manafort and Gates are not the only recent U.S.
politicians to face accusations of financial crime. U.S. Representative Tom DeLay (R-TX), the House Majority Leader at the time, was indicted in 2005 on charges of conspiracy to violate election law, conspiracy to commit money laundering, and money laundering related to campaign fundraising activities
during the 2002 election cycle. The conspiracy to violate the election law charge was later dismissed, but the money laundering case continued, and DeLay decided to resign from Congress in 2006 (per NPR) rather than face a lengthy lawsuit in the public eye. The ordeal was actually long. In November
2010, a jury in Travis County, Texas, convicted DeLay on both remaining counts. He was subsequently sentenced to three years in prison and 10 years of suspended prison. DeLay's legal team successfully appealed the verdict, and the criminal case officially came to a close in 2014. 3. BCCI, 1980s
Although in its heyday, the Bank of Credit and Commerce International in London had a shady reputation. According to a former employee quoted in a New York Times report published in 1991 that revelations of the BCCI's decade-long embezzlement scheme came to light, [i]t was widely known at the
bank that there were fraudulent loans. According to the New York Times report, the BCCI took money from more than a million depositors around the world and became a personal piggy bank for its Arab and Pakistani owners and its favored customers. Those favored clients included some of the period's
most notorious criminals and dictators, including Saddam Hussein, Manuel Noriega, and members of Pablo Escobar's Medellin drug cartel. According to Congressional testimony cited in a simultaneous Time magazine article, the BCCI also maintained accounts for the Central Intelligence Agency and the
National Security Council, both of which took advantage of the bank's ask no question policy to fund a number of covert activities, including the infamous Iran-Contra affair. As losses from fraudulent loans mounted, the BCCI took increasingly desperate measures to paper over the problems: using
customers' deposits to make interest payments on other loans, making new fraudulent loans to shareholders with the express to buy bank shares. bank shares. In the summer of 1991, the international authorities seized the bank's assets and closed its branches. In December 1991, Deloitte &amp;
Touche, the liquidators accused of liquidating the bank's assets, pleaded guilty to numerous charges against founder Agha Hasan Abedi and an associate of the United States authorities in New York. Abedi, however, was never prosecuted, thanks to his native Pakistan's refusal to extradite him to face
trial in the United States' trial and financial cleanup related to the BCCI fiasco continued for decades. Deloitte &amp; Touche settled a lawsuit against the auditors in 1998, from which they worked to recover depositors' funds over the following ten years plus. Deloitte finally closed the case in 2012, per The
Guardian - more than 20 years after the BCCI's collapse. 4. Liberty Reserve, 2008 to 2013 Some early cryptocurrency advocates got more than they bargained for from Liberty Reserve, a Costa Rican-based financial website that facilitated international cash transfers and cryptocurrency conversions. With
low transaction fees and no identification checks requirements, Liberty Reserve was a magnet for hackers and other criminal types. By the time the U.S. Secret Service arrested five of the site's brains in 2013, Liberty Reserve had facilitated about $6 billion in suspected money laundering transactions,
according to Fox News. Unfortunately, legit users got the short end of the stick: Fox News spoke with a Texas-based small business owner who lost $28,000 when Liberty Reserve collapsed. Some degree of justice was served, though. In 2016, Liberty Reserve founder Arthur Budovsky pleaded guilty to
one count of conspiracy to commit money laundering, according to the U.S. Department of Justice. His sentence: 20 years in prison. 5. Standard Chartered, 2001 to 2007 British bank behemoth Standard Chartered's scheme made the BCCI's look like child's play. During the 2000s, a rogue unit ... with
Iran's government to hide more than $250 billion in illegal transactions in nearly a decade, according to The Guardian. The transactions helped Iranian officials and prominent Iranians evade U.S. sanctions against the theocratic regime and downgraded the effectiveness of sanctions. In a damning report,
the New York State Department of Financial Services (NYSDFS) also alleged that the rogue Standard Chartered unit also tried to do business with other U.S.-sanctioned countries, including Libya, Burma and Sudan. Standard Chartered quickly settled the charges, paying $340 million to NYSDFS and
more than $300 million to other regulators. The settlement forced the bank to implement and follow strict anti-money laundering protocols. Said protocols apparently weren't strict enough: Just two years after the original settlement, Standard Chartered paid another $300 million to settle claims that
breached the agreement with NYSDFS. 6. Nauru, 1990s and early 2000s We have seen individuals mastermind bold financial schemes to cover for illegal illegal We have met global banks that tolerate international fraud and deception on a massive scale. Now we meet the rarest of all white-collar
criminals: a nation state that is all-in on money laundering. It may be unfair to the fine people of Nauru, a small South Pacific island nation described in a 2000 New York Times function as one of the most obscure places on the planet. The ever-shrinking population now stands at around 10,000, about
90% of whom are unemployed. Nauru was once a hive of activity. The island had one of the world's richest deposits of phosphate, an important commercial fertilizer ingredient. Foreign mining interests laid waste to the 21-square-mile island's interior during the 20th century. But boom times were gone
forever in the late 1980s, prompting an increasingly cash-hungry government to reinvent Nauru as an offshore banking destination and tax haven. The government went so far as to offer passports to foreign nationals (for a hefty up-front charge) and allowed someone to charter a bank with a $25,000
payout. At the peak, up to 400 banks operated out of Nauru: one for every 30 people on the island, give or take. In the 1990s, Nauru was flooded with Russian mafia money - at least $70 billion, according to the New York Times. The situation came to the fore in 2001, when Nauru became the first nation
state to be sanctioned by the International Financial Action Force for money laundering. Facing down bankruptcy, the government responded with tough anti-money laundering legislation and took steps to diversify its economy, building a controversial but lucrative offshore detention centre for the
Australian government. Although the Nauruan banking industry's Wild West days are far behind, problems persist: In 2016, escalating money laundering concerns prompted Australian bank behemoth Westpac to cease doing business with the Nauruan government, according to the Australian
Broadcasting Corporation. Finally, this is a good time to reiterate that money laundering is an illegal activity designed specifically to hide improper gains from other illegal activities. Do not interpret the above as an instruction manual or cheat sheet of any kind, or an implicit endorsement of felonious
financial maneuvers that regularly land perpetrators in jail and ruin their lives. In any case, why resort to illegal activity when there are so many overboard ways to make money? If you're looking for ideas to supplement or replace your current income streams without running on the edge of the law, check
out our guide to common passive income ideas or popular side gigs that actually pay. Have any money laundering cases caught your eye recently? Recently?
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